FLEET TOWN COUNCIL
ADDENDUM TO DRAFT MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL MEETING
held on
Wednesday 4 July 2018
at The Harlington at 7pm

Councillors
Bob Schofield (Chairman), Ruth Ashworth, Grahame Chenery, Paul Einchcomb,
Leslie Holt, Kathy Jasper, James Kirkpatrick, Alan Oliver, Mike Peddell,
Richard Robinson, Sue Tilley, Sharyn Wheale, Peter Wildsmith,
Ruth Williams, George Woods, Jonathan Wright
Also Present
Janet Stanton-Town Clerk
Wendy Allen-Finance and Administration Officer
Cllr Bennison –HCC
Ms Caroline Winchurch-Hart Voluntary Action
Mr M Jebson-local resident
Mr T Burt- local resident
Mr S Gidley-local resident
Mr T Smart-local resident
Mr C Wilson-local resident

FC July 2018 ITEM 1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
There was apology for absence from Cllrs Hope and Pierce
FC July 2018 ITEM 2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There was a Declaration of Interest from Cllr Woods –Item 9- Hart Voluntary Action
The Chairman reported on the following:
•
•
•

The successful Food Festival with over 11,000 attendees
The British Legion Garden Party
Oakley Park Summer Fete
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HDC Council meeting
Termination of HYPE
Poundland store in liquidation
The forthcoming carnival
Attendance at Farnham Community Care Group AGM
Thanks to Jeff Smith for attending the Basingstoke Canal Joint Mangement
Committee
Meeting with HCC Library Services resulting in a better understanding of the working
relationship

FC July18 ITEM 3 QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
a) Mr T Smart made a statement and asked a question relating to the status of the
local residents who had requested a parish poll in relation to the Harlington
development proposals.
The Town Clerk confirmed that the residents’ addresses were within the boundary of FTC
b)

Mr C Wilson asked a question relating to the financial commitments incurred by
the Harlington development

The Chairman confirmed that a response to the question would be dealt with by letter
c) Mr T Burt asked a question regarding an estimate or validity of a hybrid solution
The Chairman confirmed that this would be dealt with later in the meeting
d) Mr S Gidley asked why FTC opposed further resident members joining the
Harlington Working Group and how many such requests had been received
The Chairman confirmed that the existing membership of the working group already had
exceptional skill or knowledge and that one request had lately been received
FC July 2018 ITEM 4 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS
The minutes of the meeting of the Council Meeting held on 6 June 2018 were approved and
signed
The Council received the minutes of the following Committees
Development Control

11 June 2018

Establishment Committee

13 June 2018 (see confidential minute 14)

RLA Committee

20 June 2018

FC July 2018 ITEM 5

HARLINGTON DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

The Chairman presented a report of the Harlington working group which had met on 18 and
26 June 2018. The following issues were discussed:
•

The legitimacy of the mandate given by Fleet residents to the consultation in March
2017 , with the following outcome:
-Option 1 20.5%
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-Option 2
-Option 3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

27.2%
52.3%

The democratic value of a parish poll
The expense associated with a parish poll
The advisory nature of the outcome of the parish poll
The current high number of public consultations
Hybrid solution likely to cost approx. £ 5,200
Parish poll likely to cost £20,000
The alleged support for a new building but not on Gurkha Square

Following careful consideration it was
RESOLVED
To adopt the recommendation of the Working Group, namely

1. To proceed with a hybrid solution based upon a consultation providing
residents with the very latest information on the proposed Gurkha Square
development.
2. To hold a Panel Meeting being held as part of the process whereby those
for and against the development be offered the opportunity to pose and
answer questions in a public debate
3. To distribute an information document to every household within the Town
Council Area with a very simple questionnaire, each document being
numbered to prevent duplication of responses and
4. The analysis of the responses conducted by an independent third party.
NOTE: The draft response to the questions from a member of the public,
recommended by the Harlington Working Group, was later approved by
circulation of members on 5 July, 2018.
FC July 2018 ITEM 6 LAND ENQUIRY-ACCESS TO LAND REAR OF RICHARD
CLOSE/CEMETERY ROAD
The members considered a request from a resident of Loxwood Avenue to gain access to
their rear garden via Richard Close/Cemetery Road
RESOLVED
To refuse permission to allow an additional access onto Richard Close/Cemetery Road as
this would form an inappropriate incursion onto the funeral route
FC July 2018 ITEM 7 CONSULTATIONS
a) HCC permit scheme for roadworks and street works
b) Street Lighting/supported passenger transport services
RESOLVED
That individual members be invited to submit comments to the Town Clerk for onward
transmission by 31 July 2018 and 5 August 2018 respectively
FC July 2018 ITEM 8 APPOINTMENT OF INTERNAL AUDITOR 2018/2019
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The members considered the appointment of an internal auditor for 2018/2019
RESOLVED
To appoint Eleanor Green, Do The Numbers, as the internal auditor for FTC for 2018/2019
FC July 18 ITEM 9 GRANT –HART VOLUNTARY ACTION
The members considered an application from Hart Voluntary Action for a grant of £1,500
to fund the graphic design and the printing of publicity material to promote the public launch
of Time 4 Hart Time Bank project
RESOLVED
To approve a grant of £1,500 to fund the graphic design and publicity to promote the public
launch of Time 4 Hart Time Bank
FC July 2018 ITEM 10 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN CONSULTATION
Members noted that the responses to the Neighbourhood Plan consultation were currently
being analysed and a report on the outcome would be presented to a future meeting
FC July 2018 ITEM 11 HDC/HCC
HCC
Cllr Bennison reported on:
• Street Lighting consultation
• HCC working toward carrying out only statutory duties
• Expected £40m reduction in HCC income next year
• Farnborough Air Show Road Closures
• Traffic lights works at Bourley Road
• New fuel pipeline route consultation
HDC
Cllr Oliver reported on:
• Hampshire 2050 –consultation on future direction
• HCC on street parking programme
• Notice of termination of HCC highways’ agency agreement
• Search for untapped revenue opportunities
• Business rates pilot
• Music of Ages tickets –Starburst summer show
FC July 2018 ITEM 12 TOWN CLERK’S REPORT’
The Town Clerk’s report was noted and in particular:
•
•

Defibrillator at the railway station
No requirement for members to register for GDPR

The members thanked the officers for the walkabout held on 23 June 2018
FC July 2018 ITEM13

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING

The next meeting of Full Council will be on Wednesday, 5 September 2018 at the Harlington,
at 7.00 pm.
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There being no further business the meeting closed at 9.11 pm
Signed………………………………..
Chairman

Date:…………………………..
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Response to consultation on the Neighbourhood Plan
Background
Consulting on the Fleet Neighbourhood Plan, 4 May – 15 June 2018
There is a statutory duty to consult on policies contained in Neighbourhood Plans once they have
been developed. The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group considered several consultation
techniques for consulting on the Neighbourhood Plan and opted for a range of consultation methods
to ensure that as many people as possible would respond to the consultation.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

A survey monkey questionnaire was designed focusing on the policies contained in the plan
and people were encouraged to fill it in on line
A copy of the draft Neighbourhood Plan was uploaded to the Fleet Town Council website
and people were directed to the survey or asked to make comments by email and letter
Hard copies of the questionnaire were printed and made available at the Harlington Centre,
the shopping centre and made available from the Town Council offices and the results were
manually inputted into the on line survey monkey reporting system.
A special public meeting was held to offer people a chance to ask questions and give
answers to the issues they raised.
Social media was used to promote the questionnaire and encourage people to complete it
The consultation exercise was given prominence in an issue of the Town Talk news sheet
that goes out to every household
Hard copies of the Town Talk news sheet were placed around the town and distributed to
key community groups
An email was sent to statutory consultees providing them with a link to the Neighbourhood
Plan and the questionnaire and asking for comments by letter or email if they preferred to
use that method

5. Consultation Feedback
Feedback from the survey monkey questionnaire is summarised in the attached High Level report
(Appendix 1)
A number of emails and letters were received. The comments were fed into the analysis process and
are included in the attached report (Appendix 2).
Ten representations were received from statutory consultees, landowners or their agents. These
were reviewed by neighbourhood planning consultants rCOH as well as the NPSG. These
representations raised a series of issues that were not unexpected for a neighbourhood plan and
comments on these are included in Appendix 2)
Over 500 responses were from individual residents, including many positive comments showing their
appreciation. Members of the NPSG took the lead on carefully reviewing and assessing comments
from residents. Most comments were supportive of the NP overall; all the proposed policies
received majority support in all cases – and to be expected, some had bigger majorities than others.
Some made specific comments for or against individual proposals. Residents’ comments generally
showed they cared a great deal about the town, were well informed and engaged with the process,

and demonstrated that they had been able to make a contribution to the development of the plan.
The age profile of respondents (page 21 of Appendix 1) shows the older people were more likely to
reply than younger people. There were only 69 responses (13.48%) from people under the age of 35
while 150 (29.7%) were received from people between the age of 65-74 and 96(19%) from people
over 75 years of age. The Steering Group thinks it is important to recognise the age demographic in
the responses as there were instances where there appears to be a significant difference depending
on the age of the respondents. Where relevant, these have been highlighted.
As might be expected, feedback from residents was not without some criticism and occasional
misunderstanding. Indeed, it has sometimes been challenging to reconcile the disappointment of a
minority with the will of the majority. Equally to be expected, as it comes to fruition through the
consultation process, is that any neighbourhood plan is unlikely to achieve unanimous agreement.
As such, each relevant comment amounting to a concern has been noted and considered carefully
against NPPF guidelines. Every comment has been recorded and a response prepared. These will be
sent to the National Inspector in due course. Appendix2 shows how relevant concerns have been
addressed appropriately resulting in a number of detailed recommendations from the Steering
Group to Fleet Town Council.
Recommendation
That Fleet Town Council supports the recommendations of the Fleet Neighbourhood Steering
Group as outlined in Appendix 2 and delegates authority to FTC Chairman to make additional
minor amendments should they be necessary.

Fleet Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group recommendations to FTC in response to the consultation
exercise from the public and the statutory bodies.
No.
1

Policy
Policy 1 -Fleet Civic Quarter
The question was answered by 505 respondents. The majority were in favour of the policy
with 256 (50.69%) of people supporting it and 228 (45.15%) voting against it with 21 (4.16%)
expressing that they had no view. 150 comments were from those over 55 years of age, with
96 of those being over 65 years of age. It was disappointing that there were fewer responses
from younger people.
Age group

YES

NO

NO VIEW

TOTAL

Under 18

2

1

0

3

18-24

6

4

0

10

25-34

12

7

0

19

35-44

24

13

0

37

45-54

31

52

1

84

55-64

43

45

3

91

65-74

93

49

8

150

Over 75

42

46

8

96

Rather Not
Say
TOTAL

3

11

1

15

256

228

21

505

This policy received the highest numbers of comments by far. There were 440 comments
from a total of 505 responses. A number of common themes emerged. Of the comments
received 60 related to retaining the whole of the Views as open space. 39 comments referred
to retaining the car park known as Gurkha Square (though most were tempered with the wish
to retain the Square for public events and 2 comments refer to Gurkha Square being made a
public square rather than a car park). 59 of the comments related to the Planning Application
18/00147/OUT.
Hart District Council made a number of comments about this policy, all of which have been
incorporated in final plan. The suggested wording is as follows:
“2.23 This Policy sets the framework for the future redevelopment of the area defined as the
Civic Quarter which includes the Hart District Council Offices, the Harlington and the Fleet
Library buildings. It also includes two open spaces, Gurkha Square car park and Victoria Road
car park. The area is adjacent to a public open space and recreation amenity known as The
Views, which is proposed as Local Green Space in Policy 13.”
“2.33 Although there is a large area of open space provided by The Views, it is currently not

optimised for community benefit. The policy supports a commitment to retaining and
improving play/activity facilities for children and young people on The Views, to provide
opportunities for physical activities thus promoting mental and physical health.”
Steering Group Recommendation:
Policy 13 of the Neighbourhood Plan defines the whole area of the Views as Local Green
Open Space. As this conflicts with the inclusion of the upper part of the Views in the area
defined within Policy 1, the recommendation is that the steering group asks Fleet Town
Council to remove this section of land from within Policy 1.
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Policy 2 - Land between Victoria Road and Gurkha Square
The survey monkey questionnaire gave people the option of skipping this question if they had
voted against or had no view on policy 1. There were 257 responses to this question, and 248
opted to skip it. The vast majority were in favour of the policy with 217 (84.44%) supporting it
and 26 (10.12%) against it, with 14 (5.45%) expressing that they had no view, with 135 (more
than half) of those who responded aged over 65 years of age
There were 87 comments from a total of 257 responses. Of the comments received :



A number of comments related to a wish to retain the current businesses. These
comments are supported by the statement that the "Policy acknowledges the active
commercial frontage within the Policy area and seeks to sustain or enhance it".
35 comments were received from those who expressed their views that a particular
retailer should be retained. The owner of the retail unit is, of course, at liberty to retain
or dispose of the business as he so wishes. The Policy acknowledges that the area is in
multiple ownership which may prevent it coming forward as a single development
within the regeneration plan.

Hart District Council made the following comments:



“The wording of this Policy would allow any use-class within this zone. This would
conflict with Policy ED5, which looks to retain/promote the retail character of the area.
Recommend that there is reference to suitable town centres uses, in line with ED5”
An addition comment recommended “confirming that suitable service provision for any
new/existing units will need to be considered.

Steering Group Recommendation :

To confirm agreement to HDC’s comment to add an additional statement to the Policy
that “This policy supports suitable town centre uses”

Add the wording to para. 2.35 “The rear areas of these properties are mainly given
over to parking and services uses which may detract from the creation of the new Civic
Quarter as set out in Policy 1. It is anticipated, however, that the regeneration set out
in Policy 1 will provide a commercial incentive for the redevelopment of these service
areas, providing that suitable service arrangements are provided”
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Policy 3 - Land on the corner of Reading Road North and Fleet Road
The survey monkey questionnaire gave people the option of skipping this question if they had
voted against or had no view on policy 1. There were 257 responses to this question, and 248
opted to skip it. The vast majority were in favour of the policy with 237 (92.22%) supporting it

and 8 (3.11%) against it, with 12 (4.67%) expressing that they had no view. More than half
(135) of those who responded were over 65 years of age.
There were 59 comments from a total of 257 responses.. 5 comments referred to traffic
congestion within this area and felt that the Neighbourhood Plan should reflect their concerns
for pedestrian safety and the maintenance of traffic flow at the Oatsheaf Junction.
Hart District Council commented that “References to commercial units at ground floor level
would conflict with Policy ED5 which permits main town centre uses. Recommend rewording
Policy”. Additional comment was that the reference to “the Town Square” in Policy 3 iii
should be identified on a plan. As the location of the Town Square will be part of the
regeneration plan, it is recommended that the reference is change to “a Town Square”
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Steering Group Recommendation:
Policy 3 ii be amended to read:

Uses are compatible with Policy 1 and include retail at ground level (predominantly A1
and A2) with residential or commercial above
Policy 3 iii be amended to read:

Amend to state that "The Policy supports a layout that improves pedestrian access
and connections to a Town Square and the town centre, with consideration given to
traffic flow and safe pedestrian crossings at road junctions."
Policy 4 - Land off Harlington Way
The survey monkey questionnaire gave people the option of skipping this question if they had
voted against or had no view on policy 1. There were 257 responses to this question, and 248
opted to skip it. The vast majority were in favour of the policy with 232 (90.27%) supporting it
and 6 (2.3%) against it, with 19 (7.39%) expressing that they had no view. Again, 135 of those
who responded were over 65 years of age and all but 3 were in favour of the policy.
There were 41 comments from a total of 257 responses. A number of common themes
emerged. 6 comments refer to use being extended to encompass residential as well as
business use and one comment pointed out that this precedent has already been set.
Steering Group Recommendation
Policy to be amended to incorporate residential as well as business use as follows:
“Uses that are compatible with Policy 1 and include retail at ground floor level
(predominantly A1 and A2) with residential or commercial above will be supported”
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Policy 5 - Leisure and Night time economy – Fleet Road between Upper Street and the
Oatsheaf crossroads
The question was answered by 505 respondents. The majority were in favour of the policy
with 310 (61.39%) of people supporting it and 150(29.7%) voting against it with 45 (8.91%)
expressing that they had no view. This time the number of respondents aged below 65 years
of age rose to 224, with 246 respondents over 65 years of age. The under 45s supported the
policy more than the over 45s.
Age group
Under 18

YES

NO
2

1

NO VIEW
0

TOTAL
3

18-24

7

2

1

10

25-34

18

1

0

19

35-44

30

4

3

37

45-54

45

34

5

84

55-64

49

32

10

91

65-74

98

35

17

150

Over 75

55

33

8

96

Rather Not
Say
TOTAL

6

8

1

15

310

150

45

505

There were 151 comments from a total of 505 responses. 53 comments state that Fleet has
sufficient eating and drinking establishments.

15 comments refer to the need to create a "balance" of outlets within this zone so that
it is not dominated by one class of use.

4 comments suggested that residential accommodation should not be supported in this
area. 20 comments refer to the night time economy encouraging antisocial behaviour.
Hart District Council commented that the Policy would allow residential use on the ground
floor which would conflict with the emerging Local Plan Policy ED5, which looks to
retain/promote the retail character of the area. “Recommend that there is residential use on
the first floor and above in line with ED5”.
Steering Group Recommendation:
Policy 5 – final sentence to be changed, in line with emerging Local Plan Policy ED5 to read
“Proposals for change of use to Use Class A3, A4 and A5 will be supported. Any change of
use from Use Class A1 – 5 to other categories, except D1 and D2 which support the Civic
Quarter proposals, will not be supported. Residential use may be appropriate above retail
units provided that the active frontage is not compromised and that satisfactory residential
amenity can be achieved”
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Policy 6 - Fleet Primary Shopping Area
The question was answered by 505 respondents. The majority were in favour of the policy
with 391 (77.43%) of people supporting it and 70 (13.86%) voting against it with 44 (8.71)
expressing that they had no view.
There was a total of 505 responses, with 244 respondents being under 65 years of age and
246 respondents being over 65 years of age. There were 112 comments and the following
themes emerged:

18 comments suggest that no further development is required as there are empty units
in the core shopping zone.

An additional 20 refer to the need for general improvements to the retail mix and the

appearance of the town centre.
Both sets of comments will be passed to the Fleet Business Improvement District (BID).

One comment suggested that the area be exempt from "permitted development"
restrictions to stop the loss of shop fronts at ground floor level in this zone and this will
be passed to Hart District Council.

There is some confusion in respondents' minds as to the location of the vacant land
referred to in the Policy
Hart District Council commented that “The Primary Shopping Area” in this Plan conflicts with
“the Primary Shopping Area” in the emerging Local Plan and considered that this could have
implications for retail applications. It was suggested the area be renamed “The Core Shopping
Zone”.
Additional comments from Hart District Council stated that:

“advising that ‘proposals for uses other than Class A1 will only be supported where onsite parking to meet the District Council’s Parking Guidelines is provided as part of the
development’ would result in, amongst others, changes of use between the A-classes
requiring on-site parking. This would conflict with the existing Local Plan, draft Local
Plan and NPPF. Recommend reference to the provision of on-site car parking is
removed”,

The Policy states at 2.55 that it “does not support an increase in food and drink outlets
(A3-5) where these would disproportionally compromise this retail zone”. The District
Council has pointed out that this statement conflicts with the emerging Local Plan which
does not contain a policy restricting A3-5 uses.
Comment from Hampshire County Council:

Hampshire County Council’s Public Health Department commented that, whilst
recognising “the importance to the vitality and sustainability of the area of promoting
retail use (class A1 – A5) over non-retail use”..- it would “encourage the Town Council to
seek a balance of class A1 – A5 through the Neighbourhood Plan in order to avoid the
proliferation of class A5 outlets (takeaways), which could be detrimental to both public
health and town centre vitality”.
Steering Group Recommendation:
 That the Policy be renamed The Core Shopping Zone
 That paragraph 2.55 of Policy 6 be amended to read:
2.55 Whilst recognising the importance to the vibrancy and sustainability of the area
of promoting retail use (class A1 – A5) over non-retail use, the policy supports a
balance of class A1 – A5 within the Core Shopping Zone in order to avoid the
proliferation of class A5 outlets (takeaways), which could be detrimental to both
public health and town centre vitality”.
 That a map be added to show the location of the vacant land
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Policy 8 - Land at Albert Street
The question was answered by 505 respondents. It was well supported with 390 77.23% of
respondents supporting the policy and 53 (10.5%) voting against it, with 62(12.28%) saying
they had no view on the policy.
52 comments were received from a total of 505. A big majority of these supported the policy
with 36 in favour, 10 against and 6 with no view. A number of common themes emerged

including traffic (the biggest with 11 comments), pedestrian safety, and hope that current
residents would not be adversely affected .
Steering Group Recommendation:
No change to policy, but correct mapping errors as recommended by HDC and add a
sentence in the text about better traffic management such as a formal shared space traffic
scheme that would slow traffic and allow pedestrians to cross the road more safely along its
length.
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Policy 9 - Fleet Road Public Realm
The question was answered by 505 respondents. It was well supported with 442 (87.52%) of
people supporting it and 35 (6.93%) voting against it with 28 (5.54%) expressing that they had
no view.
96 comments were received from a total of 505. A big majority (68 out of 96) supported the
policy, with suggestions on how to improve it. Almost 20 of the comments related to cycling
issues - some in favour and some against. These will be forwarded to the cycling group for
consideration. Pedestrian issues were raised in approximately 20 of the responses. Some
related to pedestrian safety others expressing views (for and against) pedestrianization of
Fleet road and other concerned about access issues faced by pedestrians. Any changes to
Fleet Road and the public realm will be consulted upon and local people will have the
opportunity to express their views before decisions are taken. Parking, good design, and the
expense of the scheme were also raised.
Steering Group recommendation :
The recommendation from the Steering Group to Fleet Town Council is for the policy to
remain unchanged except that we accept HDC words in section iv as follows:
iv) Green Fleet Road by the addition of street tress and soft landscaping as well as SUDS
where possible.
Another recommendation is to add the following sentence from HDC to the text within the
document – SUDS can be an effective means of adding greenery, biodiversity and amenity
into cramped urban areas and should be considered where possible.
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Policy 10 - General Design Management Policy
The question was answered by 505 respondents. It was well supported with 321 (63.6%) of
people supporting it and 56 (11.1%) voting against it with 128 (23.3%) expressing that they
had no view. This was the largest ‘no view’ comment recorded in the survey.
There were 68 comments of 505 responses and 15 gave their full support. Some respondents
(22) expressed a lack of understanding, either because of the words used or because they
could not find the Appendices referred to despite them being available on the Council’s web
site or physically at the two exhibition sites. 3 respondents took the opportunity to use this as
a vehicle to oppose the proposed Harlington Development.
The majority of comments were neutral related to detailed planning issues, not specifically
addressed by this Policy. There were a couple of comments including the Fleet and Church
Crookham Society’s that the density of 100 units/Ha referred to in Area G of Ancells Farm

was unacceptable. The point was missed that this number was derived from the fact that
several commercial blocks on the Ancells Farm Business Park had used Permitted
Development Rights to convert to residential flats. Each unit created 30 to 40 flats and with
the commercial area having a developed density of 3 units per hectare this produced around
100 residential units per hectare. It was recommended therefore that there should not be
any additional infill development within this area.
One response made issue of a possible anomaly between Policy 10D development in the
Pondtail Area and Policy 11 development of additional bungalows in the gardens of low
density development areas. This is being review and clarified.
Steering Group Recommendation
Taking account of the proposed amendments from HDC endorsed by Oneill Homer the
proposed amended policy, subject to the introduction of the character area characteristics
from Appendix 3 is as follows:
Policy 10 – General Design Management Policy
Development, including alterations and extensions to existing buildings, will be supported,
provided that it is in accordance, where relevant, with the detailed characteristic set out in
the appendices relating to this policy, based upon the principal and subsidiary areas defined
in the Hart Urban Characterisation Study 2010, the North Fleet Conservation Area
Management Plan and all other statutory, local and Neighbourhood Plan policies and the
following general design principles:
I.
Development shall complement and be well integrated with neighbouring
properties in the immediate locality in terms of scale, density, massing, separation,
layout, materials and access;
II.

Architectural design shall reflect high quality local design references in both the
natural and built environment and reflect and reinforce local distinctiveness;

III.

The height of new buildings shall be in keeping with neighbouring properties and
roofscapes shall be well articulated to avoid bulky, featureless appearance.
Applicants shall respect neighbouring buildings and demonstrate how heights of
development will not be over-bearing or dominant in the existing street scene;

IV.

Strong building lines shall be respected and soft landscaped front gardens and
landscaped front boundaries should be retained or enhanced;

V.

Development shall seek to retain existing mature hedging and established trees and
to enhance landscaping including providing SUDS where appropriate to provide for
biodiversity. Any existing mature trees or hedging that are unavoidably removed
should be replaced elsewhere on the site; Where loss of significant amenity trees
or hedging is justified, compensation planting must be provided to mitigate their
loss.

VI.

Development shall consider and where possible retain or enhance views both
within settlements and out towards the countryside and proposals shall explain
how this is achieved;

VII.

Development affecting the transitional edges between a settlement and

countryside shall be softened by landscaping to complement the character of the
adjacent or surrounding countryside;
VIII.
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Parking on development sites shall be well integrated so as not to dominate the
public realm and shall adhere to Hart District Council’s adopted parking standard or
guidelines;

IX.

Development which affects any heritage asset shall respect the significance of the
asset shall preserve or enhance the heritage asset and its setting and shall
demonstrate how local distinctiveness is reinforced;

X.

Development shall be designed to incorporate appropriate energy efficiency
measures; and

XI.

Development shall integrate wherever possible with existing pathways and
cycleways and should not restrict transit for cyclists or pedestrians, including those
with limited mobility.

XII.

In relation to flooding, development shall create a safe environment for all uses and
not increase off-site flood risk . In areas where surface water flooding is a problem
“Finished Floor Levels” may need to be raised and/or Passive Property Level
Protection “ measures installed to minimise the risk of internal flooding.

Policy 11 - Safeguarding bungalow stock for an ageing population
The question was answered by 505 respondents. It was well supported with 376 (74.5%) of
people supporting it and 77(15.2) voting against it with 52(10.3%) expressing that they had no
view.
There were 101 responses to the policy. Of these, 50 were in favour, 42 against and 9 had no
view. There was a significant variation in generational response:
Age group

YES

NO

TOTAL

18-24

2

2

4

25-34

0

4

4

35-44

0

4

4

45-54

4

16

20

55-64

18

7

25

65-74

20

5

25

Over 75

6

4

10

TOTAL

50

42

92

Perhaps not unsurprisingly the younger age group up to 54 were not in support of the policy
believing that housing for families and more affordable housing for younger people was more
important than protecting housing for the elderly or believed all housing should be left to
market forces and no special status should be given to bungalows. There were several

comments that bungalows made inefficient use of land.
The response was quite different for the 55-74 age group who strongly felt that bungalows
should be given special protection with a number commenting that this policy may already be
too late.
Perhaps slightly surprising 40% (but only 4/10) of the over 75 age group returns suggested
that more attention should be given to younger home owners.
One valuable comment that should be given special attention was that bungalows should not
be considered solely for an aging population, but for disabled or mobility impaired residents.
This is another area where there is a marked shortage of appropriate properties in the Fleet
Area.
The amalgamation of plots to produce more bungalow stock in existing low density residential
areas was not fully understood or supported. This may need some additional clarification in
the supporting text.
Steering group recommendation:
Policy 11 – Safeguarding building stock for an ageing population persons of limited mobility
including disabled and older residents
I.

The conversion of bungalows (predominantly single storey dwellings) to two or two
and half storey family houses will not be supported.

II.

The demolition of bungalows for replacement with higher rise development will not
be supported

III.

Modification of bungalows to adaptable standards to support independent living will
be supported.

IV.

The development of new bungalows through the amalgamation of plots to increase
the built density in low density single storey development areas to make more
efficient use of the land and create local sustainable communities will be supported

Supporting text to be modified to accommodate change in headline policy
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Policy 12 – Buildings of Heritage and Townscape Value
There was overwhelming support for the Policy. Of the 505 respondents, 454 (89.9%),
supported, 23 (4.6%), did not support, and 28 (5.5%), had no view.
There were 71 respondents who provided additional comments. Of those 71, 50 (70.4%),
supported the Policy, 13 (18.3%), did not support, and 8 (11.3%), had no view.
Many of those who commented, particularly those with No View, clearly had not looked at
the buildings listed with photographs in the Appendix. It is reasonably clear in the Policy that
the buildings are listed therein, and this may be clearer now there has been some re-ordering
of the wording. There were comments on the criteria being unclear, but these were listed and
are based on the Historic England criteria for including buildings in a Local List. There was one
comment to add a building of merit.
In the statutory responses, Hart proposed that the criteria should be removed from the Policy
wording, and included in the supporting paragraphs: this has been done. Historic England

pointed out that All Saints Church is Grade II* listed, not Grade II.
Steering Group Recommendation:
The recommendation from the Steering Group to Fleet Town Council is for the Policy to
remain essentially unchanged except that the criteria are moved from the Policy itself into the
supporting paragraphs. The reference to the Historic England Advice Note 7 has been
updated.
The supporting paragraphs also reflect that All Saints Church is Grade II* listed, and that the
War Memorial in Ghurkha Square was listed by Historic England as Grade II on 24 July 2018.
There have been minor changes to the Appendix to include the postcodes of the buildings so
that they may be found more easily; to provide two better photographs, to include an
additional building; and to credit the photographers.
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Policy 13 - Local Green Space.
The question was answered by 505 respondents. It was well supported with 422 (83.56%) of
people supporting it and 59(11.68%) voting against it with 24(4.75%) expressing that they had
no view.
There were 152 comments submitted, the majority of which 98 (64.5%) were in support of
the policy, 47 (31%) made negative comments and 7 (4.5%) had no view.
The overwhelming majority of objection was to the inclusion of what were termed “caveats”
or “exceptions” and the majority view was no development under any circumstances and all
exceptions should be removed. Almost the same reservations were made by supporters of the
policy, that they favoured protection of green space without any exceptions. 23 comments
made specific reference to not developing on the Views.
It is regretted that the Newsletter that was distributed to notifying residents of the
forthcoming consultation included an early version of the policy which stated:
Policy 13 – Local Green Space
"This policy supports the protection of 14 open green spaces identified on the map from
development unless it can be demonstrated that the community would gain an equivalent
benefit from the provision of suitable replacement green space or gain significant social,
economic or environmental benefit from an alternative use."
Residents who completed the survey on-line or a hard copy available at the exhibition sites
responded to the revised wording; “The locations identified on the proposals map are
designated as Local Green Spaces and proposals for housing or other inappropriate
developments will not be supported other than in very special circumstances or if
development is essential to meet necessary utility infrastructure needs and no alternative
feasible site is available."
It is very evident from the comments which version of the policy residents were relating to.
Whether the respondents overall supported the policy or not the sentiment was very similar,
that residents supported the protection of the town’s green spaces, but without any
conditions that appeared to hint at development.
The other criticism made was the apparent anomaly between Policy 13 which identifies the
whole of the Views as being protected by the Local Green Space designation and Policy 1

which includes the Upper part of the Views in the development area for the Civic Quarter.
The other criticism made was the apparent anomaly between Policy 13 which identifies the
whole of the Views as being protected by the Local Green Space designation and Policy 1
which includes the Upper part of the Views in the development area for the Civic Quarter.
Based upon the strength of the comment it is accepted that the anomaly between Policy 1
and 13 needs resolution and the most acceptable solution would be: to maintain the whole
of the Views in Policy 13 and remove the area of the Upper Views from Policy 1 which can
be achieved by redefining the area of Policy 1.
Based upon the strong views expressed by both supporters and non-supporters of the Policy
that any form of development of the designated Local Green Spaces is unacceptable it is
suggested that the policy be simplified to :
The policy supports the designation of 14 open green spaces as Local Green Spaces and
proposals for housing or other inappropriate development will not be supported.
Steering Group Recommendation:
Further incorporating the comments from HDC endorsed by O’Neil Homer, the
recommended amended policy to read:

Policy 13 – Local Green Space
The locations identified on the proposals map below (sites 1 to 13 and C) are designated
defined as areas of Local Green Space and where proposals for housing or other
inappropriate developments will not be supported
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Policy 14 - Basingstoke Canal Conservation Area
The question was answered by 505 respondents. It was well supported with 392 (77.62%) of
people supporting it and 71(14.06%) voting against it with 42(8.32%) expressing that they had
no view.
There were 68 responses to the policy. There were 3 comments from statutory consultees.
The overwhelming verdict was a 95% support for the policy with few reservations (‘cannot
make people take down fences’), and all seeing the area as a major conservation amenity.
The constructive comments suggest more leisure facilities -eg Boating (Cafe also mentioned)
but all want to encourage more people to take advantage of the Canal. Not surprising several
respondents commented that they would like to see more work undertaken to maintain the
tow paths by the various responsible authorities.
Steering Group Recommendation:
No Change of Policy regarding to the 68 comments from the survey monkey consultation.
Regarding the three other consultees:
HDC – Their first point is (i) is covered in our (v)
Change (iv) to " the canal should be regularly maintained to improve its leisure and amenity
uses” This also covers a similar point made by Natural England
Historic England – These comments were addressed in the Plan (Grade II listed buildings).

Natural England - Propose our 14iii to include "native evergreen hedging like yew and holly"
Add a section in the main introductory section of the Neighbourhood Plan highlighting that
the Canal is an SSSI.
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Policy 15 - Residential gardens
The question was answered by 505 respondents. It was well supported with 421 (83.37%) of
people supporting it and 49(9.7%) voting against it with 35(6.93%) expressing that they had
no view.
There were 75 responses to the policy. Of these, 40 were in favour, 27 against and 8 had no
view. 17 of the comments thought that keeping soft landscaping at 50% was too high (10 of
them voting Yes and 7 No). 17 of the comments related to parking issues, some respondents
wanted more parking on front gardens, some suggesting the best building material to reduce
flooding, two suggesting that future developments should include parking considerations at
the planning stage and others saying that this policy smacked of ‘political correctness’.
HDC suggested some minor changes to the policy which are helpful and so recommended for
inclusion.
Steering Group Recommendation:
The following changes be made to the policy:
Development within the character areas, as shown on the Policies Map will be supported
provided that:
iii. Permanent storage of waste bins and containers in front gardens are appropriately
screened and contained within binsheds an approved waste compound;
iv. Where the loss of significant trees is adequately justified, compensation planting must be
provided to mitigate their loss Compensation planting is provided for all trees of significant
amenity value lost to development by way of their contribution to public amenity of the
neighbourhood: and,
The inappropriate, or out of character use of vehicle entrance gates, brick walls and timber
fences over 1m high to front garden boundaries which are out of character with the
surrounding area will not be supported.
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In the supporting text section 3.31 HDC say there is no legislation to cover the final point
unless trees are in conservation areas or covered by a TPO. We recommend that the
following sentence be removed.‘ No trees over 75mm diameter at 1.5m above ground level
should therefore be removed for other than for safety reasons and in consultation with the
District Council’s Tree Officer’
Policy 16 – North Fleet Conservation Area
There was overwhelming support for the Policy. Of the 505 respondents, 448 (88.7%),
supported, 20 (4.0%), did not support, and 37 (7.3%), had No View.
There were 68 respondents who provided additional comments. Of those 68, 47 (69.1%),

supported the Policy, 12 (17.7%), did not support, and 9 (13.2%), had No View.
No significant changes to Policy are proposed. There were comments about the importance of
the trees, and the importance of housing density being maintained. Only two folk didn't think
that trees are important, and only two folk think that housing density should be increased.
The wording around the Article 4 restrictions has been changed as in the NFCA the restrictions
apply only to boundary treatments.
Clearly, some people do not know where the NFCA is, and a map should be added.
In the statutory responses, Hart pointed out that there is no legislation that could be used to
require tree owners to undertake proactive tree or hedge maintenance. The only
circumstances where a tree in a Conservation Area must be replaced is where it is felled
because it is immediately dangerous (known as an "exception"), or if it was removed in
contravention (so illegally). Standard Conservation Area notices to fell trees cannot result in
the tree owner being required to replace the tree. The wording around trees and hedges has
been changed accordingly, but encouragement to maintain the sylvan nature of the
Conservation Area is retained.
Additionally, Hart pointed out that the use of ‘significant’ in the wording about development
resulting in on-street parking conflicts with advice in the NPPF: the recommendation is to
focus on the resulting impact i.e. highway safety. Hart also pointed out that Conservation
Area Consent for demolition of a building within the Conservation Area has been superseded.
Amendments have been made to address both these points.
The Police and Crime Commissioner expressed concern that whilst a single development may
only add one or two vehicles to the level of on-street parking, multiple developments each
adding one or two vehicles might create a problem. He proposed that sufficient parking must
be provided within the development, and that on street parking should be resisted. Whilst
differing from the advice from Hart, this recommendation has been incorporated in the
paragraph on development for non-residential uses.
Historic England welcomed the reference to the North Fleet Conservation Area, but seemed
unaware that there is the Character Appraisal and Management Plan from 2008. They offered
no comments on Policy 12.
Steering Group Recommendation:
The recommendation from the Steering Group to Fleet Town Council is for the Policy to
remain essentially unchanged except that:
1.
A map of the NFCA should be added;
2.
To avoid confusion, the definition of the housing density areas within the NFCA is
referenced to Hart’s Saved Policy URB 18 and the mapping associated therewith;
3.
Changes have been made to the reference to the Article 4 Direction to reflect that
it apples only to boundary treatments;
4.
Changes have been made to the wording on the preservation of trees so that
replacement applies only to trees felled by exception or felled illegally.
Encouragement to maintain the sylvan nature of the Conservation Area is retained,
but cannot be mandated;
5.
Changes have been made to the wording on avoiding on-street parking to focus on
the resulting impact, e.g. on highway safety. The preference for the provision of
parking on-site is retained.
6.
The reference to Conservation Area Consent as a pre-requirement for demolition
has been removed in light of the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013.
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Policy 17 - Thames Basin Heath SPA Mitigation
The question was answered by 505 respondents. The majority were in favour of the policy
with 391(77.43%) of people supporting it and 10 (1.98% ) voting against it with 104 (20.59%)
expressing that they had no view.
There were 37 comments on the policy, none of them against the policy. 18 people wanted
more information or did not understand the policy.
HDC want us to include the words Suitable Alternate Natural Green Space (SANG) to explain
what a SANG is.
Steering Group Recommendation
Accept the HDC recommendation and include the words Suitable Alternate Natural Green
Space (SANG) to explain what a SANG is.
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Policy 18 - Cycling Network
The question was answered by 505 respondents. The majority were in favour of the policy
with 410 (81.19%) of people supporting it and 45 (8.9% ) voting against it with 50 (9.9%)
expressing that they had no view.
There were 124 comments on the policy. Of those, a big majority, 97 supported the policy,
20 did not and 7 had no view. Approximately 25 responses offered specific routes that
should be considered for inclusion in the cycling network. It is suggested that these
comments be forwarded to the cycling group for consideration should funds become
available.
12 suggested that there should not be cycle routes on pavements sharing with pedestrians
and 4 suggested that there should be shared cycle routes on pavements shared with
pedestrians. Any new cycling route will be subject to consultation where people can express
their opinion and any Health and safety concerns raised in this survey will be sent to the
cycling group for information.
Other issues covered included the cost of improving cycling routes, the behaviour of some
cyclists who do not obey the highway code and need for investment in fixing potholes and
other road markings.
There were 2 comments from the statutory consultees – HDC and HCC.
The recommendation is to accept the policy as is, with the addition of some words in bold
suggested by HDC and make suggestions in the supporting text that the local cycling group
(FTAP or whatever it is called ) is invited to comment on cycling issues for new cycle routes
and other cycling matters.
Steering Group Recommendation:
This policy will support proposals to connect cycle routes that connect Fleet Town Centre to
community assets within the corridors shown on the map. It recommends that new cycleways
should be created off the highway on either dedicated routes or routes shared with
pedestrians when it is safe to do so. It supports any opportunity to broaden the local cycle

network within Fleet, where such schemes have satisfactory engineering assessments at
feasibility and detail design stages (suggested by HCC). Where appropriate, contributions will
be sought from new developments to fully fund the design and delivery of the network.
(suggested by Hart)
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Policy 19 - Parking
The question was answered by 505 respondents. It was very well supported with 464
(91.88%) of people supporting it and 10(1.98%) voting against it with 31(6.14%) expressing
that they had no view.
There were 101 comments submitted, the majority (85) were in support of the policy, 4
against and 12 had no view.
Of the detailed comments and suggestions nearly half (40) concerned Hart District Council’s
parking standards, either that they were inadequate or not rigorously enforced. Hart’s
standards have been used since they are evidence based but it is understood that Hart is
considering rethinking their standard in the near future. With the size of houses in modern
housing estates it is questionable if integral garages should be counted since the majority are
used for storage.
Of the remaining comments 7 concerned a possible conflict with Policy 15, 7 suggested a need
for more off street parking and 11 for cheaper/free parking to encourage footfall in the town.
There were only 4 comments concerned about the possible loss of parking in Gurkha Square.
Other issues included parking in roads and on pavements.
Hart District Council made some comments on the policy as did the crime commissioner.
Steering Group Recommendation
The steering group recommends that the title is changed to Residential Parking. It now
recommends that it reads:
Development will be supported where it provides adequate car parking that does not
impact on highway safety and accessibility and meets the following criteria:
I. adherence to the adopted Hart DC parking standards or guidelines for the number
of spaces to be provided on site and,
II. the availability of on-street parking where this would not create a significant
traffic hazard.
III. garages with a minimum internal dimension of 6 m by 3 m will be included in the
parking provision:
And the Steering Group recommends an additional sentence be added to the text:
This policy has been restricted to Residential Parking as the provision and control of on and
off street parking is the responsibility of Hampshire County Council and Hart District Council.

Fleet Neighbourhood Plan Consultation

Q1 Policy 1 - Fleet Civic Quarter (1A on map)This policy supports a
framework for the future redevelopment of land currently occupied by
Gurkha Square, Hart District Council Offices, The Harlington, Fleet
Library, Victoria Road public car park and a section of The Views
provided that this development is brought forward through a
comprehensive regeneration plan for the whole site and provided that this
redevelopment will not result in the loss of useable open space or parking
provision. The objective is to create a new community area that will meet
the needs of the growing population.Do you support this policy? (If you
answer ‘No’ or ‘No View’ then you will skip to Policy 5)
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Q2 Policy 2 – Land between Victoria Road and Gurkha Square (1B on
map)This policy supports the development of the land fronting onto Fleet
Road, between Victoria Road and Gurkha Square provided that any
development to the rear of the retail frontages will contribute to the
function, use and environment of the Civic Quarter (Policy 1)Do you
support this policy?
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Q3 Policy 3 – Land on the corner of Reading Road North and Fleet Road
(1C on map)This policy supports the redevelopment of the land on the
junction of Reading Road North and Fleet Road provided that the built
form, mass and scale contribute to the function of this area as a key
gateway to the town and is in keeping with the overall character of the
Civic Quarter (Policy 1)Do you support this policy?
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Q4 Policy 4 – Land off Harlington Way (1D on map)This policy supports
the redevelopment of the two land parcels either side of the Harlington
Way junction with Reading Road North provided that the built form, mass
and scale create an appropriate gateway to, and contribute to the
commercial, civic and cultural activities of the Civic Quarter (Policy 1)Do
you support this policy?
Answered: 257
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Q5 Policy 5 - Leisure and Night Time Economy – Fleet Road between
Upper Street and the Oatsheaf Crossroads (ZONE 2 on map)As the night
time economy is an expanding and important part of our Town, this policy
supports the ‘change of use’ of premises that introduce restaurants,
cafes, drinking establishments, hotels, and hot food outlets into this area,
with residential or office use above. It also supports opportunities to
provide a pedestrian friendly entrance to the Civic Quarter (Policy 1) and
high quality enhancements in the form of paving, street furniture, street
trees.Do you support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Q6 Policy 6 – Fleet Primary shopping area (ZONE 3 on map)This policy
supports new or extended retail development in the primary shopping
zone of the town. It also supports the development, alteration, or
replacement of shop fronts in this zone that do not result in the loss of an
existing building of community or heritage value. Development proposals
for the vacant land to the south east of Church Road car park that
contribute to the growth of this zone will be supported, but we will not
support the loss of shops through change of use unless it can be
demonstrated that the premises are no longer commercially viable or
suited for retail use.Do you support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Q7 Policy 7 – Fleet Road between 151 Fleet Road and Kings Road
Junction (ZONE 4 on map)This policy supports development that
improves the “gateway” character of this area as an entrance to the high
street. It supports future redevelopment of the area with high quality
residential development of a scale in harmony with the surrounding
buildings and subject to the provision of sufficient on-site parking.Do you
support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Q8 Policy 8 - Land at Albert Street (ZONE 5 on map)This policy supports
developments on the North West side of the road, where these improve
the access available to service Fleet Road premises and do not degrade
the residential amenity of residents on the other (SE) side of the road.Do
you support this policy?
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Q9 Policy 9 – Fleet Road Public Realm (Public areas on Fleet Road ZONE 6 on map)This policy, covers the public areas along Fleet Road
and will support, where possible, development that improves the
movement of pedestrians and cyclists, improves public spaces such as
pavements and street furniture, ‘greens’ Fleet Road with additional trees,
and improves shop and office frontages.Do you support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Q10 Policy 10 – General Design Management PolicyThis overarching
policy supports development, including alterations and extensions to
existing buildings, provided that such development is in accordance with
the detailed characteristics set out in our appendices based on the
principal and subsidiary areas defined in the Hart Urban Characterisation
and Density Study 2010.Do you support this policy?
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Q11 Policy 11 – Safeguarding Bungalow StockThis policy seeks to
maintain the stock of bungalows within the Fleet Town Council area to
service the increasing ageing population. We will support the modification
of bungalows to adaptable standards to support independent living, and
the amalgamation of plots in low density single story development areas
to create local sustainable communities. We do not support the
conversion of bungalows to two or two and a half storey family homes.Do
you support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Q12 Policy 12 – Buildings of Heritage and Townscape ValueThis policy
supports the inclusion of a number of buildings and structures as having
local heritage and/or townscape value for Fleet. It suggests that they be
given special consideration before changes are agreed for them in the
future.Do you support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Q13 Policy 13 – Local Green SpaceThe Policy supports the designation
of 14 open green spaces as Local Green Spaces and proposals for
housing or other inappropriate developments will not be supported other
than in very special circumstances or if development is essential to meet
necessary utility infrastructure needs and no alternative feasible site is
available.Do you support this policy?
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Q14 Policy 14 – Basingstoke Canal Conservation AreaThis policy
supports development in this Conservation Area so long as it is in
accordance with other statutory Local and Neighbourhood Plan policies,
is of a scale and design that reinforces the locally distinctive character of
the area, demonstrates how it addresses the recommendations of the
Character Area Appraisal to include the protection of the current open
views from the Canal and a demonstration of how the landscape,
ecological and recreational value of the area is enhanced.Do you support
this policy?
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Q15 Policy 15 – Residential GardensThis policy supports retention of
mature gardens that help habitats for wildlife and the soft landscaping
that reduces flooding and absorbs carbon dioxide. We will support front
garden development for parking provision that retains at least 50% of the
original area under soft landscaping, compensate for any lost trees by
planting others, offer a net gain in biodiversity.Do you support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Q16 Policy 16 – Conservation in the North Fleet Conservation AreaThis
policy seeks to preserve and enhance the special character of the
conservation area through high quality design, retaining the density, plot
layout and architectural features that contribute to the character of the
conservation area, protecting mature trees and planting suitable new
ones where some have to be felled, and protecting open green spaces
from unsympathetic development.Do you support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Q17 Policy 17– Thames Basin Heath Special Protection Area Mitigation
(TBHSPA)Our proposal is that development shall include measures to
avoid and mitigate adverse effects on the TBHSPA in agreement with
Hart District Council and Natural England.Do you support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Q18 Policy 18 – Cycling NetworkThis policy will support proposals to
connect cycle routes that connect Fleet Town Centre to community
assets within the corridors shown on the map. It recommends that new
cycleways should be created off the highway on either dedicated routes
or routes shared with pedestrians when it is safe to do so. It supports any
opportunity to broaden the local cycle network within Fleet.Do you
support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Fleet Neighbourhood Plan Consultation

Q19 Policy 19 – ParkingWe are proposing that all new development
should provide adequate off-street car parking and that the current Hart
District Council parking standards for the number of space provided
should be adhered to and enforced.Do you support this policy?
Answered: 505
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Fleet Neighbourhood Plan Consultation

Q21 What is your age?
Answered: 505

Skipped: 0
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Extraordinary Council Meeting 13th August 2018
Agenda Item 8
Report of the Harlington Working Group
1. The Harlington Working Group met on 26th July and 6th August to further develop the
proposals adopted by Full Council on 4th July namely:
a. A hybrid solution based upon a consultation providing residents with the very latest
information on the proposed Gurkha Square development.
b. A Panel Meeting being held as part of the process whereby those for and against the
development be offered the opportunity to pose and answer questions in a public
debate
c. An information document distributed to every household within the Town Council
Area with a very simple questionnaire, each document being numbered to prevent
duplication of responses and
d. The analysis of the responses conducted by an independent third party.
2. The Working Group discussed and proposed an 8 page consultation document, very similar
in character to the original A5 consultation document. The format to be:
1) Front Cover
– with appropriate photograph/graphic
2) Page 2
- Why are we consulting again? – set out the case.
3) Page 3
- The latest proposal – drawing and key notes on changes since the
last consultation
4) Pages 4&5
- Key issues – 2 page spread to cover issues that we know have been
raised in the public domain or directly expressed to the Town Council
5) Page 6
- Consequences of not building on Gurkha Square and the
consultation programme.
6) Page 7
- Reply questionnaire – very simple question YES/NO answer.
7) Page 8
- Back Cover and return card
2. It is proposed to distribute the consultation document to every household in the Fleet Town
Council area. It was originally proposed that the consultation response was analysed on an
household basis, but through further discussions with Hart’s Election Officer a sub-set of the
electoral register can be provided to the Town Council such that the reply card can be
completed by every registered elector within a household
1) Each reply card will have to clearly state the full address, including post code, and be
completed by each registered elector within the household. Each individual able to
vote “yes” or “no.”
2) The consultation will therefore be on an elector basis distributed to every household
and potentially will be the most democratic means of assessing current public
opinion.
3. For clarity, this is not a re-run of the earlier consultation, this consultation is focused solely
on the development in Gurkha Square.
4. The process will be initiated by an announcement in an issue of Town Talk followed by the
distribution of the consultation document on or about Friday 7th September.
5. The consultation to run for 4 weeks ending Friday 5th October
6. The public meeting to be in the week 24th-28th September.
7. Analysis of results to be completed by end of October.

8. All dates subject to final confirmation with printers and distributors
9. The Town Talk, Consultation document and exhibition will reinforce one another. The
exhibition will be simple some graphic boards and some QnA boards that can be
supplemented if new questions arise.
10. The exhibition will be in the Harlington and the Shopping Centre.
11. The Harlington Working Group recommend proceeding with the above programme and for
Council to delegate responsibility for completion of the consultation documents to the
Working Group. Finalisation of final dates etc. will be notified to all Councillors.

Fleet Town Council
Full Council – Extraordinary Meeting 13th August 2018
Item 9 DRAFT HEADS OF TERMS – THE HARLINGTON
Development of The New Harlington to Gurkha Square (OPTION 3)
Heads of Terms
The Heads of Terms is intended to be an outline schedule of activity that needs to be “signed off” to
secure the proposed development of a new Harlington on Gurkha Square.
Members are requested to review the proposed list, amend or supplement as appropriate and set
priorities which will direct a series of meetings with Hart District Council to advance of this
significant community project.

1. Resolution of a short-term lease arrangement until completion of the New Harlington
2. Resolution of land issues by HDC, definition of limits, tenure and cost.
3. Resolution of land issues by Fleet Town Council definition of limits, tenure and cost as part
settlement towards 1 above
4. Resolution of conditions on vacation of the existing Harlington Building.
5. Resolution of all matters relating to HCC Library Services including servicing of the library.
6. Resolution of responsibility and areas of collaboration during construction
7. Resolution of a reasonable method of compensation for possible loss of parking revenues
during construction and the closure of Gurkha Square.
8. Resolution of all reinstatement works post construction.
9. Resolution of potential “conflicts of interest” post construction
Many of the above activities have been explored and debated in general terms but not formally
resolved. The above list represents the broad definition of the key activity areas that need to be
refined and agreed through a series of meetings and formal exchanges with Hart District Council.
As each item is defined in more detail and developed into a formal agreement the drafts will be
brought back to Council for debate and endorsement as appropriate.

Dear Colleague,
Following the funders meeting last week I am writing to you on a number of issues
which relate to the current and future community transport contracts which you have
an interest in.
Revised Operator Payment for the Fleet Link service for 2018/19
The current payments to operators for 2018/19 took into account the additional
income which was expected from a planned fare increase on 1 July 2018. As we
decided to defer a decision on increasing the fares on Dial-a-Ride and Call and Go
services until after the consultation there is a need to adjust payments to operators
to reflect this. Operators have already approached us about this. The adjustment will
restore the payment to the operator back to 2017/18 payment figure less the
efficiency savings which were agreed with the operator. The adjusted payment will
therefore be 1 payment of £11,773.30. The invoices which you now receive will
reflect your council’s adjusted contribution to the above service. Theses payment
remain within the scope of the Deed of Agreement which the County Council has
with your council for the funding of this service.
Confirmation of Funding for contracts from 1 April 2019
As discussed at the funders meeting yesterday we will be re-tendering community
transport contracts in the autumn so that new contracts will be in place for 1 April
2019. We are proposing to award these contracts for an initial 2 year period with the
option to extend for up to a further 4 years (six year term in full). The funding
available to operate services for the initial two year contract term needs to be
declared in the tender document. We therefore need your council to provide us with
an indication of the funding which you expect to be available to support the operation
of services for the two year period from 1 April 2019 – 31 March 2021. The estimated
cost of supporting the services which your council is currently involved in is as
follows:
Service

Total costs

2018/19
contract
figure

Fleet
Link

£30,020.00

Vehicle
Replacement
£3,618.00

District contribution

Inflation
(currently
2.4%)
£720.48

Total 19/20
£34,358.48

Total 20/21
(as 2019/
2020 plus
allowance
for up to
2.4%
inflation)
£35,183.08

2019/20
£12,025.47

The total funding required from your council would be £12,025.47 for 2019/10 and
£12,314.08 for 2020/2021.
A decision will need to be reached by all funders of the above service(s) as to
whether inflation is going to be applied to the budgets for service in the tender
document. At this stage we have allowed for inflation in case the decision is to
include this in the declared budget.

2020/21
£12,314.08

We would be grateful for your confirmation of funding as set out above by 10 August
2018. If this is not possible then could you please let us know when you would be in
a position to confirm your council’s funding intentions.
User Engagement Exercise
A copy of the finalised Dial-a-Ride/Call and Go User engagement questionnaire
which has now been finalised is attached for your information. This will be mailed
directly to Dial-a-Ride and Call and Go service users who have used the service
since the start of 2018 by the current operator during the week commencing Monday
16 July.
Continued discussions on review of Minibus Group Hire Scheme funding
arrangements
A presentation was given at the meeting on a revised option for how the County
Council’s current funding to Minibus Group Hire Schemes could be re-distributed. A
copy of the presentation is attached. Comments on the revised funding option from
funding partners have been invited by Friday 10 August.
Arrangements for re-tendering community transport services
A presentation was given at the meeting yesterday on the outline arrangements for
re-tendering community transport services and a copy of this is attached for your
information. We will be proceeding with the tender design along the lines outlined in
the presentation. Therefore, if you have any comments about any of the presentation
content then please let us know as soon as possible. Can we ask you please to keep
the contents of this presentation strictly confidential at this time and not share this
with either the current operator or any potential bidder. The County Council will take
the responsibility for managing the communication with current and potential
operators about the re-tendering exercise.
Future Meetings
Future meetings to continue to discuss the arrangements for re-tendering community
transport services have been arranged for:
Tuesday 28th August at 2pm
Monday 3rd September at 12:30pm
If you have questions on any of the above then please contact me.
I look forward to receiving a response form your council on the above areas.
Kind regards,
Rachel Bealing
Community Transport Officer – Community Transport and Contracts Team
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Floor Elizabeth II Court West, The Castle, Winchester,

Have your say…
Please take the time to complete our Passenger Transport and Street Lighting
Consultation. Your views are important.
https://www.hants.gov.uk/aboutthecouncil/haveyoursay/consultations/publictransportandstreetlig
hting

